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Uncertainty propagation and estimation in nonlinear systems is extremely difﬁcult. Present-day
approaches mainly refer to linearized propagation models1,2,3 or full nonlinear Monte Carlo simu-
lations.4 The linear assumption signiﬁcantly simpliﬁes the problem, but the accuracy of the solution
drops off in case of highly nonlinear systems and/or long time propagations. On the other hand,
Monte Carlo simulations provide true trajectory statistics, but are computationally intensive and
therefore, in many cases, unmanageable. A signiﬁcant step towards the solution of such issues was
taken by Park and Scheeres,5 who derived an alternate way to map the statistics by approximat-
ing the ﬂow of the dynamics in Taylor series. This approach attains a good agreement with Monte
Carlo simulations. However, it suffers of high computational complexity to derive the dynamics of
the high order tensor, especially for high ﬁdelity dynamics.
Alternative methods based on the use of differential algebra were already presented by the authors
in past works. Differential algebra (DA) supplies the tools to compute the derivatives of functions
within a computer environment.6 More speciﬁcally, by substituting the classical implementation of
real algebra with the implementation of a new algebra of Taylor polynomials, any function f of n
variables is expanded into its Taylor polynomial up to an arbitrary order k with limited computa-
tional effort. As a main consequence, the Taylor expansion of the ﬂow of any ordinary differential
equation can be readily obtained by carrying out all the operations of any explicit integration scheme
in the DA framework. Nonlinear uncertainty propagation can take advantage of the resulting high
order expansions. For example, as the accuracy of the Taylor expansion can be tuned by adjust-
ing the expansion order, the approach of classical Monte Carlo simulations can be enhanced by
replacing thousands of integrations with evaluations of the Taylor expansion of the ﬂow. Moreover,
since the DA approach can provide the higher order derivatives of any function, also higher order
propagation schemes can be enhanced and speeded up.
Differential algebra has already proven itsefﬁciency inthe non-linear propagation ofuncertainties
within different dynamical models, including two-body dynamics,7 (n+1)- body dynamics,8 and
geocentric models (including Earth’s gravitational harmonics, solar radiation pressure, shadows, and
third body perturbations).9 Nonetheless, the accuracy of the method tends to decrease drastically
in highly nonlinear dynamics. Examples of this kind can be found in the propagation of asteroids
motion after a close encounter with a major body. As reported by Valsecchi et al.,10 the asteroid
Apophis will have an extremely close approach to the Earth on 13 April2029. Theasteroid orbit will
suffer a very large perturbation, opening the door to the possibility of a resonant return in 2036. The
nonlinearities of the close encounter and of the post-encounter motion will make any uncertainty in
the direction anti-parallel to the Earth heliocentric motion in 2029 diverge by a factor of 40000 in
2036. While performing better than classical linearized methods, the current implementation of the
DA uncertainty propagator tends to be inaccurate and impractical in such cases, due to the extremely
high order required to describe the resulting uncertainty sets by a single polynomial.
In the ﬁeld of veriﬁed numerics, domain decomposition is a common tool used in interval arith-
metic as well as Taylor Model integration.11 This paper introduces the concept of automatic domain
splitting to the non-veriﬁed DA framework and applies it to the problem of uncertainty propagation
in order to overcome the previously described issues. In the course of the integration of the initial
condition, the polynomial representing the current state is constantly monitored. When the nonlin-
earities of the system cause the high order terms of the polynomial to grow too large, integration is
paused and the domain of the polynomial is split into two halves along one of the variables. This
yields two new polynomials, one covering each half of the initial conditions. Since the split of the
domain of one variable into half causes the n-th order terms of that variable to shrink by a factor of
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